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Welcome
Thank you for joining us here in Plymouth for the AMH Conference 2019. With four
keynotes, twelve panels, 35 papers, one workshop, an exhibition including students
posters, artworks and portraits by esteemed photographer Rankin, and the AGM over
the next two and a half days, we have a wealth of material to keep you engaged.
As you will all know, the theme of this year’s conference is the concept of the object,
with presenters variously asking what is the force of the object, and how do patients
see/imagine/experience clinical objects? And what of the objects of care? How are
they held? How have they been held through time? What are the ethics of objects?
In terms of critical anthropocentrism, in both medical narratives and the humanities,
how objects are thought of, held in the hands, received, depicted through word and
image, given ‘life’, and become obsolete, are all questions that presenters seek to
interrogate over the next few days.
And there is also that other meaning of object: how do we object, disagree and resist
objectification. Thus, wellbeing becomes part of the conversation over the next few
days, with questions around self-care never being far from the thoughts of many
presenters.
To this end, we would encourage you to find time to take care of yourself. If you need
a break, take one. We have a yoga teacher (Lee), and an acupuncturist (Bob) present
throughout. If you want a yoga class, or a consultation, don’t hesitate to find them. We
also have access to a studio that can be used for quiet reflection time.
We very much hope that you get everything you want out of the next few days. If you
need anything, grab one of the people with the big red “Here To Help” badges, and
they should be able to sort things out.

The Plymouth AMH Team
Instagram: @AMH2019Objects #AMH2019Objects
Twitter: @AMH2019Objects #AMH2019Objects
WiFi Usernames: visitor061 and visitor062
WiFi Password: _o2Sytrig
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KEYNOTES

Angela McShane ’Curtain Lectures’: Investigating Health and
Materiality through Wellcome’s Collections.
Abstract: In this talk, I’ll be using the curtain as a material lens through which to explore
Wellcome’s huge, rich and immensely varied collections. I’ll be investigating what our
collections reveal about the social and material agency of the curtain in discourse and
practice. Finally, I’ll focus on why understanding the ‘social communication network’
surrounding the curtain might matter to contemporary medical practice.
Biography: Dr Angela McShane, Head of Research Development, Wellcome Collection. I
am a social and cultural historian, specialising in the study of everyday material culture,
popular print, and the social and cultural role of intoxicants across the early modern
Atlantic world. In Autumn 2017 I took up a new post as Head of a new Research
Development team at Wellcome Collection with whom I’ve been developing an exciting
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new research development strategy and programme. I was formerly Head of the V&A/RCA
Post-graduate programme in History of Design and Material Culture based in the Research
Department of the V&A.
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Alan Bleakley Object and abject: how the medical humanities can
resist the compulsory miseducation of insensibility in
undergraduate medical education
Modern undergraduate medical education is just over 100 years old, marked by Abraham
Flexner’s reports of 1910 and 1912. Medical education has developed as a pattern of
socialisation that promises an acute education of the senses for clinical acumen, but can
be seen to deliver a miseducation leading to insensibility and insensitivity. Drawing on
cultural-historical activity theory and curriculum reconceptualisation as guiding frames, this
talk shows how medical education threatens to become a toxic ‘runaway object’ out of
control of educators. This is largely to do with how the vicissitudes of affect resulting from
students facing the abject (disgust and repulsion in the face of death, disease and
suffering) are mismanaged psychologically. Where current curricula continue to foster
patterns of paternalism, heroic individualism, hierarchical authority, and tough-mindedness
- expressed in symptoms of empathy decline, emotional insulation, objectification of
patients and growing cynicism - radical and innovative curriculum interventions are
needed to foster democratic habits, feminisation and tender-mindedness. This calls for a
thoughtful development of the medical humanities as core and integrated provision where
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the curriculum serves aesthetic, ethical and political purposes as well as the instrumental.

Biography: Alan Bleakley is Emeritus Professor of Medical Education and Medical
Humanities at Plymouth University Peninsula School of Medicine and past President of the
Association for Medical Humanities. He was instrumental in setting up an innovative
medical humanities programme at Peninsula Medical School where he was also lead in
medical education research. He also helped to establish the Canadian Association for
Health Humanities. Alan has published over 100 peer reviewed papers and book chapters
and 13 books, and has edited 3 other books, most recently Routledge Handbook of the
Medical Humanities due in August 2019, a state-of-the art overview of the medical
humanities’ global concerns. His recent trilogy of medical humanities texts for Routledge
includes: Medical Humanities and Medical Education: How the Medical Humanities Can
Shape Better Doctors (2015), Thinking With Metaphors in Medicine: The State of the Art
(2017); and Educating Doctors' Senses Through the Medical Humanities: "How Do I Look?"
(2020). Alan is a widely published poet and still a keen surfer at 70. He lives on the rugged
west Penwith coast above Gwenver Beach.
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Jane Bacon - Objects of care and end of life: a symbolic approach
Abstract: The aim of this presentation is to explore end of life processes and the objects of
care used by clinicians in medical settings. Hospitals are often places where family and
friends sit at the bedside of loved ones. Hospitals can be experienced as the place where
specialists ‘know’ and patients and carers do not know. Where the differences in our
knowledge base and discourse are often experienced as both hierarchical and powerful.
For patients and carers the feeling of not knowing may be frightening and disempowering,
or comforting and reassuring. We are able to project our need for answers and certainty
onto the medical professionals who may or may not have the answers we desire.
But what would happen if everyone had the time and space to pay attention to our
experiences of what we do not know, to acknowledge the presence and existence of all
that we do not know, to embrace our human limitations and death as part of life? Could we
listen to one another and respect our differing perspectives? This presentation explores
these themes from Bacon’s perspective as the daughter of a dying patient in an elderly
care ward in an NHS hospital on May 1st, 2019. Drawing together approaches from
analytical psychology (Jung, Hillman), process philosophy (Rescher) trauma studies (van
der Kolk) and Dance and Performance scholarship to weave an alternative and symbolic
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narrative to end of life processes through wild associations and dreaming into the here
and now of pain and suffering.
Biography: Jane Bacon is Emerita Professor of Dance and Somatics, University of
Chichester as well as a Dance Artist/Academic, Jungian Psychoanalyst, Focusing Trainer
and Teacher of the Discipline of Authentic Movement. She has over 30 years of experience
facilitating and lecturing in dance and performance and over 15 years experience as a
psychotherapist and Authentic Movement teacher. Her installation work has been shown
internationally and she publishes her research in professional, online and academic
performance and psychotherapy journals. Her work in both the arts and psychotherapy
focuses on finding ways in which we can ‘articulate something’ of and from a creative and
personal process. Her performance/installation work combines her understanding of and
respect for conscious embodied awareness with somatic practices such as Authentic
Movement and Focusing. Works include: Scratch, A Choreographic Conversation; skript, a
micro-installation and Sitting:Walking:Practice. Recent publications include: ‘Processual
Attention in Somatic Practice as Research / Artistic Research’, in Resources for the
embodied researcher: Artistic Doctorates in Movement and Choreographic Practices,
www.artisticdoctorates.com,Helsinki, Fi: Nival. 2019; ‘Informed by the goddess:
Explicating a processual methodology’, Dance, Movement & Spiritualities, 4:1, pp. 41–
55,2017; ‘Authentic Movement: a field of practices’, Journal of Dance and Somatic
Practices, vol 7.2, 2015, pp.205-216; ‘Authentic Movement as wellbeing practice’, Dance
and Movement for Wellbeing, pp.149-164, 2017; Creative Articulations Process, (with
Midgelow, V.). Choreographic Practices journal, Vol 5.1, pp.7-31,2014.
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James Bradley: A Tale of Two Objects: Electro-Convulsive Therapy,
bodies, technology and emotions
Abstract: Since at least the 1960s, Electro-Convulsive Therapy (ECT) has been a
controversial therapy. For some a wonder treatment, its routinisation in the mental
hospitals became a symbol of all that was wrong with psychiatry in the post-war period—no
more so than in its portrayal in the many versions of Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest. This should not surprise us. Along with lobotomy, it represents one of psychiatry’s
many dangerous speculations—therapies built upon the linking of a speculative aetiology
with a speculative therapy. And notwithstanding the shifts in its application, it remains a
symbol of psychiatric horror.
This paper will explore the material and affective history of ECT through two machines: the
first housed in the Medical History Museum at the Sapienza University, Rome; the second,
part of the “Mind Gallery” exhibit at the Melbourne Museum, Victoria. The Sapienza
machine was developed by Cerletti and Binni and represents the first machine to be used
for administration of ECT. The machine on display in Melbourne was built in Adelaide and
represents a crude form of technology transfer.
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Comparing the two machines—their provenance, design and presentation—is instructive,
particularly in relation to the emotional work that objects do in the museums in which they
are exhibited. Deracinated from their original use, the bodies of those upon which the
machines were used are absent—the space of the patient filled in piecemeal ways—leaving
the museum-goer to construct the object’s meaning within an emotive space constructed
through the lens of anti-psychiatry and other opponents of mainstream psychiatric therapy.
Biography: James Bradley is a lecturer in the history of medicine and life sciences at the
University of Melbourne, where he teaches a wide range of subjects, including "History of
Philosophy of Psychiatry", "Minds and Madness" and Darwinism. For many years he
worked at the Wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine at the University of Glasgow. He
has published across many domains, including the histories of tattooing and alternative
medicine. He is currently working on a biography of the surgeon-anatomist Charles Bell
and is editing a new history of the medical sciences for Palgrave Macmillan.
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SCHEDULE:
AT A GLANCE
Wednesday 26th June
11:00

REGISTRATION OPENS: Robbins Conference Centre

12:00

Lunch

13:00

Welcome - Robbins Lecture Theatre
PANEL ONE
Robbins SR1

14:00-16:00

PANEL TWO
Robbins SR2

16:00-16:30

Break

16:30-17:15

Keynote One: Robbins Lecture Theatre Angela McShane

18:45

PANEL THREE
Robbins SR3

Catered Boat Tour

Thursday 27th June
9:30-10:15

Keynote Two: Portland Square (PSQ) Devonport Lecture Theatre Alan Bleakley

10:15-10:30

Morning Coﬀee - PSQ Atria A & B

10:30-12:00
12:00-13:00

PANEL FOUR
PSQ Plymouth LT

POETRY READING
The House Studio

Lunch & AMH AGM PSQ Plymouth LT

13:00-14:30
14:30-14:45

PANEL FIVE
PSQ C1

PANEL SIX
PSQ Plymouth LT

PANEL SEVEN
PSQ C1

PANEL EIGHT
PSQ Plymouth LT

PANEL NINE
PSQ C1

Break

14:45-16:15
16:15-16:30

Break

16:30-17:15

Keynote Three: Portland Square (PSQ) Devonport Lecture Theatre Jane Bacon

17:30

Plymouth History Walk with Alan Barclay (Silver & Gold Package)

19:30

National Marine Aquarium Conference Meal (Silver & Gold Package)

PANEL TEN
PSQ Devonport LT

Friday 28th June
9:45-10:30

Keynote Four: Portland Square (PSQ) Devonport Lecture Theatre James Bradley

10:30-10:45

Break

10:45-12:15

PANEL ELEVEN
PSQ Devonport LT

12:15-13:15

Lunch

13:15

Closing, Prizes, & AMH 2020 Launch

14:30

Gin Tour (20 places)

PANEL TWELVE
PSQ Plymouth LT
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WORKSHOP
The House Studio

Panels and Papers
Wednesday 26th June

14:00-16:00 PANEL ONE
Chair: Lee Miller
Robbins SR1
Sabina Dosani (Kings College London) - The Art of Adolescence in Opotiki
Keywords: Mural; Adolescence; Psychoanalysis; Art; Indigenous People; Maori; Wellbeing
Abstract: This submission is to present interdisciplinary research in transcultural child
psychiatry and medical humanities, presenting findings from my recent (2018) dissertation
for the MSc in Medical Humanities at King’s College London, for which I was awarded a
distinction.
This visual presentation presents a series of murals, painted by adolescents in Opotiki, a
small, socioeconomically deprived, predominantly Maori town in rural New Zealand, where
I worked as a visiting consultant child and adolescent psychiatrist in 2008-2010. The
research I would like to present interrogates how adolescents in Opotiki used muralling to
frame adolescent development and expressions of identity, as well as bicultural
relationships between Maori and Pakeha (white New Zealander). It also explores how
contemporary Maori adolescents negotiate identities, especially tribal identities. The
presentation will demonstrate how young people used murals to construct and
communicate their experiences, identities and sense of self. These murals had not been
critically studied before my masters research.
Four research questions are addressed in my research:
1. What stories of adolescence are the Opotiki muralists conveying to viewers?
2. What do the Opotiki murals tell us about how these young artists negotiated identity,
including tribal identity?
3. What was the role of art educator, Shona Hammond Boys?
4. Could a formal programme of adolescent muralling be a model for other deprived
communities to follow?
To address these questions, I analysed photographs taken of the murals, while working as
a visiting child and adolescent psychiatrist in Opotiki. In my analysis, I identified themes in
common with other adolescents, including mastery of ambivalence and identity forging,
but also unique themes, especially natal themes and references to Māori myth and origin
stories. I conclude that this muralling intervention is culturally-specific and that Hammond
Boys’ role in that is recognised in an indigenous framework. This presents limitations when
considering social prescribing in other contexts. Ethical considerations suggests research
on indigenous people by a non-indigenous scholar is inevitably tainted by imperialism, but
outlines respectful measures taken to decolonise it.
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Imran Mohammed - (healthierfamilies.org) Epistemology and Medical Objects
Keywords: Epistemology; Global health; Panopticism
Abstract: This project will argue that Modern Medicine’s epistemic basis is the
objectification of the human. The artificial severing of man form nature illustrated by
Foucault’s “medical gaze” or the historian Charles Rosenberg’s idea of ‘disease
specificity’ (See The Tyranny of Diagnosis), where the disease is thought of as a separate
entity with a set course and manifestation irrespective of environment , nutritional or social
economic status of the individual it is a part of.
I argue that as a direct result of this epistemic view of disease all medical technology/
objects are conceived from this perspective. It is the ‘objects’ of medicine, that become
tools to monitor and control the individual a form of panopticism to create a ‘docile’
patient who does not object ( be it to treatment or otherwise). This will be shown
historically particularly since 1800s till present day, as tools to ultimately to reinforce
medical, economic, political hierarchies in order to dominate the Other.
I will use examples from global health history from the Americas, India and Africa, as well
as medical clinical examples from the monitoring and treatment of Cancer , Heart disease
and Diabetes
I argue for a restoration of epistemics that are urgently needed that allow the individual
health problems to be viewed as complex ecological systems, where context matters, with
multiple solutions that can change in emphasis based on time and place.Thus replacing
top down technologies and objectification of the individual and return in substance and
spirit of WHO Alma Ata declaration of 1979.
Toby Chanter - (University of Plymouth) Immateriality in The Clinic: Legitimising Arts
Practice in the Production of Medical Knowledge.
Keywords: Arts Practice; Biomedical Model; Agency; Medical Encounter
Abstract: The biomedical paradigm produces a highly specialised system of knowledge
that utilises abstraction, statistical analysis and logical reasoning. This powerful system fails
to provide an adequate account of the multiple ontologies of medical reality in clinical
practice. Despite this failure, approaches to research and knowledge production located
outside the conventions of the biomedical model are in various ways denied legitimacy
within orthodox medicine.
Although plural and often escaping exact definition, engaging with concepts such as
affect, vulnerability, agency, identity, and suffering is of central importance to
understanding the tacit complexities of the medical encounter and consequences of life
within the sphere of medicine.
Through a discussion of knowledge production and value, this paper will explore the
generative potential of the arts and arts practice as a way of approaching aspects of
medical education and clinical practice (processes, competencies, interventions, and
effects) that are not reducible in the hypothesis-driven, technical and precise terms
demanded by the biomedical model.
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How can arts practice provide access to the embedded and embodied experiences on
both sides of the clinical divide?
Jo Winning - (Birkbeck, University of London) The Shadow on the Object: exploring
physician burnout through object-relations theory
Keywords: physician burnout; object-relations theory; applied medical humanities
Abstract: The Foucauldian paradigm that describes the patient and her body as the object
of the clinical gaze, and the subsequent objectification that structures the epistemologies
and methodologies of biomedical practice, is a generative commonplace in medical
humanities’ thought. What happens, however, if we flip this paradigm and consider the
reversal of that gaze, from patient to doctor, as a mechanism that makes the clinician’s
body an object? And to what extent does that gaze and its objectification of the clinician’s
body become institutionalised in the systems of regulation and governance of medicine
and healthcare systems, for instance in the ‘gaze’ of the General Medical Council (GMC).
Multiple sources now cite the crisis in the mental health of clinicians and healthcare
practitioners (Lemaire 2017; Kinman & Teoh, 2018) and various initiatives and campaigns
(for instance, the NHS Practitioner Health programme, the #NHSMeToo campaign) have
been created to address the ‘epidemic’ of physician burnout. Exploring the current state of
crisis, this paper will argue that a critical understanding of the psychodynamics of the
clinical encounter, and the processes by which what Michael Balint describes as the
function of the ‘doctor as drug’, is essential in order to create a theoretical underpinning
for the work of addressing physician burnout. Utilising insights from the field of objectrelations psychoanalytic theory, particularly the work of Melanie Klein and Christopher
Bollas, this paper will propose that we urgently require a model of the embodied clinician
that comprehends this figure as subject to objectification.
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Wednesday 26th June
14:00-16:00 PANEL TWO
Chair: Davina Kirkpatrick
Robbins SR2
LAPCEL Panel - Palliative and End of Life Care in the South East of England.
This panel of 60 minutes aims to present a research project on the needs in palliative care
and the end-of-life stage of the Black, Asian and other ethnic minorities communities
(BAME) in south-east England. LAPCEL is currently using an innovative methodology
(Learning Alliance (LA)) and a humanities medical approach as ways of strengthening the
dissemination of its results. In terms of the LA, LAPCEL is made up mainly of two
community organizations, one hospice and two universities who are learning daily 'as a
network' and 'in a network'. And, using a medical humanities approach, LAPCEL: (a) has
held three public engagement events integrating different stakeholders; (b) has
developed 14 pictograms as an experimental educational tool, which translates the main
results of the research, into visual images, whose kit is delivered in bags, postcards, posters
and banners; (c) has produced a 5 minutes video that is on YouTube called "LAPCEL"; and
(d) has a poet in residence. The panel proposed here, comprised by a diverse group of six
stakeholders, wants to present the experience of working "as a network" for more than five
years as well share three of the mentioned tools created: one poem, fourteen pictograms
and a video.
YouTube Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJnujJ1JFEM
LAPCEL Members:
Carlos J. Moreno-Leguizamon: University of Greenwich
David Smith: Anglia Ruskin University
Tricia Wilcocks: Ellenor Hospice
Christine Locke: Diversity House
Rupa Sen: Medway Diversity Forum
James Wade: Lapcel’s poet
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Wednesday 26th June
14:00-16:00 PANEL THREE
Chair: Bob Whalley
Robbins SR3
Monika Ankele - (University Clinic Hamburg-Eppendorf) The blanket. Textile
architectures in psychiatric institutions around 1900
Keywords: Blanket; Psychiatry; Patient; Textiles
Abstract: For most people, being sick means getting into bed and pulling up a blanket.
What significance does the blanket have in the medical context and what role does it play
in the process of healing? I would like to examine these questions in the example of the
introduction of so-called bed treatment in psychiatric institutions around 1900, which
made the bed a central therapeutic actor. Rather than the bed serving as the centre of my
presentation, I focus on the blanket. Offering the sick body protection and warmth, it also
allows spaces of the unseen and evokes forms of appropriation by the patient.
The blanket forms a textile architecture that is soft and malleable and that can afford
protection to the (unhoused, unprotected) body of the institutionalised patient. It adjusts
itself as an "intermediary" between subject and world. It adapts to the body, stores its
smell. With the use of hands, feet, teeth, the blanket can be temporarily or permanently
brought into a different shape, neither tools nor great power are needed for this. These
specific characteristics enable the recumbent to design ephemeral textile architectures
that can be described as "vernacular”, since these are "built by the actors in everyday life,
based on a need for spatial situations" (Helmhold 2012, P. 19, translation by M. Ankele). In
my presentation I will focus on entries in patient records, drawings from patients and
photographies that document the described appropriations of the blanket by patients.
Bella Eacott - (Clod Ensemble) Resonant Objects: Arts based approaches to spaces and
objects in healthcare education
Keywords: Arts; Performance; Objects; Space; Artists; Education; Professional
development
Abstract: There are countless theatrical elements in healthcare: the bodies, voices, scripts,
as well as the costume, set and props, which all have an impact on how interactions in
healthcare environments go. Performing Medicine is an initiative which applies arts
approaches to healthcare education, and one area we focus on is in building an awareness
of spaces and objects in healthcare settings. When teaching in hospitals, we are often
surrounded by miscellaneous objects: plastic mannequins lying around in boxes, perhaps
with missing arms or legs; broken wheelchairs; the computer on a desk; posters warning
you against smoking in the waiting room. We have found that although an integral part of
everyday healthcare practice, these objects are rarely considered in formal healthcare
education beyond their immediately functionality. Often - even when not in use - they are
visible in public hospital spaces, and serve as mediators of trust between healthcare
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professionals and patient. People working in institutionalised spaces, such as hospitals, can
become blind to the idiosyncrasies of the places they are inhabiting, not noticing the
sometimes unsettling, resonant objects left lying around. We will introduce some of the
methods that Performing Medicine Associate Artists - including puppeteers,
photographers and theatre-makers - use to explore medical objects with healthcare
professionals: to recognise the symbolism of objects; to defamiliarise these objects so
they can be seen afresh; to build feelings of agency around simple changes that may
create more calm or supportive spaces; to consider ways of making objects and
technologies part of the relationships of care.
Katerina Athanasopoulou - (University of Plymouth) A virtual walk through spaces of
healing.
Keywords: Virtual Reality; Healthcare Training; Photogrammetry; Patient-Practice; Agency
Abstract: While the idea of Virtual Reality as a machine that builds emotions runs in danger
of us forgetting who designs and controls it, our exchanges with VR seem haunted by the
simultaneous veneration and questioning of the digital. Within my research in Virtual
Reality in Healthcare Training, I explore VR as peripatetic documentary where the
participant may enter a space formed by the real-life actions, footsteps, musings and
imaginings of patients and doctors. My practice involves animation, photogrammetry and
bodies that enact the archive and the repertoire - as discussed by Diane Taylor - inside
spaces peppered with ghosts, some of which are formed by my own body seemingly
haunting the digital landscape through leaving unexpected traces.
Bruce Summers - (University of Keele) Spirals, Hourglasses and Triangles: the influence
of names in medical education
Abstract: This paper describes the influence that names used in medical education and
other broader aspects of medicine might have on the success or popularity of a particular
brand , organisational strategy or medical condition. The spiral curriculum, coined in 1960,
describes a revisiting of specific topics at different times and with increasing complexity as
the curriculum evolves, building on previous knowledge. The term is used almost
universally in medical school and other educational establishment websites worldwide and
yet it is a description of a normal educational process so fundamental that it barely
deserves a specific name. The author argues that it is the catchy name itself which was
initially responsible for its rapid take up by educational establishments. Other examples
are described in the commercial world (haagen daas ice cream), and “diseases” such as
Munchausen’s syndrome. Finally the author describes his attempts to introduce new or
more suitable names for existing medical educational strategies and laments their failure
to be taken on by Keele Medical School.
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Thursday 27th June
10:30-12:00 PANEL FOUR
Chair: Deborah Padfield
PSQ Plymouth LT
Zoe Playdon - (University of London) Boundaries and Backstops: hidden objects
manifesting as objections in UK trans healthcare
Keywords: Law; Clinical governance; Trans; Gender; Sex
Abstract: Stepping into the UK and USA’s current febrile debate about medicine and
culture, I bring to light the hidden objects which form the boundaries of UK trans
healthcare: the Gender Recognition Act (2004) and the 2019 NHS Service Specifications
for Gender Identity.
The slippages between these two objects destabilise the medical boundaries they seek to
inscribe, and trying to make sense of this, we see how ‘gender’ has metamorphosed from
philosophy into anatomy, creating a newly problematic ‘political physiology’ in which the
action of the law on medicine (and vice-versa) has become antagonistic and incoherent.
Meanwhile, the backstops that were supposed to prevent or manage such boundary wars –
the General Medical Council and the Royal College of General Practitioners – seem not to
work, neither for clinicians nor for their patients. Cultural objects, such as legal statutes and
service specifications, which form the habitus of clinicians, are usually invisible to patients:
now, however, they are manifesting themselves as objections to the treatment of trans
people, and revealing larger, hidden national anxieties, projections, and transferences.
[Of course, British people will recognise (and possibly flinch at) the terms ‘boundaries and
backstops’, which have become synonymous with Brexit. While I shall not be making any
direct reference to those car-crash politics, you might like to consider whether or how
elements such as ‘fake news’, ‘scienciness’, and xenophobia operate similarly across both
Brexit and trans healthcare.]
Karen Abadie - (University of Plymouth) Transformational object or object of shame?
Presentation of PhD research
Keywords: Transitional object; Self injury; Shame; Embodiment; Instrument; Film
installation
Abstract: Using the starting point of Winnicot’s notion of transitional objects, I raise
questions about the object of cutting in self-injury. Are these objects transformational
objects or objects of shame? Within an enquiry into my lived experience of self-injury, I aim
to articulate, through film and video installation, what I have come to describe as the
pinch-point of self-injury, the moment that tips me into cutting my own skin with a carefully
chosen instrument.
This presentation explores the role of the tool itself and the corresponding mark that it
makes as it moves across my skin. Saving tiny medical test-tubes stolen from the laboratory
my FE college as a teenager, hiding the razor blade in the tiny crack in the drawer of my
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jewellery box, crushing a delicate glass that was given to me by my now estranged sister in
order to use as the instrument that will score my own skin. I explore, through this
presentation and accompanying 16mm film, the role of these tools in bringing me back to
my embodied self. Furthermore, I argue that the chosen tool, whilst operating as a
transformation object, also represents an object of shame. In this I explore the imperative
of shame as an “emotion of control” (Scheff, 2000:97) and its role in self-injury. In referring
to Winnicott, “the essential feature in the concept of transitional objects ..... is the paradox,
and the acceptance of the paradox: the baby created the object, but the object was there
waiting to be created and to become a cathected object” (Winnicott, 1969/2005:119) I
articulate the apparent paradoxical role of these tools in the cutting of my skin.
Tricia Thorpe - (University of Bristol) Whither the Humanities in the curriculum? An
interactive session on Arts & Humanities in the undergraduate medical curriculum
(30m / Interactive)
Keywords: Arts & Humanities; Undergraduate; Medical curriculum; Medical education
Abstract: What are the benefits of Arts & Medical Humanities? Should they form part of
undergraduate medical courses, especially in the current political climate? How can we do
this in the face of crowded curricula and student cynicism? (Shapiro et al, 2009).
The University of Bristol has introduced a new undergraduate medical curriculum,
revolving around case based learning. One feature is a set of ‘helical themes’ which curl
around and about the traditional subjects and activities. One of these themes is Arts and
Humanities and I have been developing ways of integrating it.
After an ideas-gathering symposium and developing broad outcomes, I looked at how we
could draw on the Arts and Humanities to support diverse elements of medical education,
attempting to unravel, then re-knit, the instrumental/ aesthetic distinction (Hudson Jones
(2013). I also networked extensively with colleagues to see how they might support the
theme.
In this interactive, Education-oriented presentation I will discuss my experience and also
invite participants to think about their own pedagogical goals in using Arts/Humanities
with students, about what values they wish to convey and about the practicalities of
collaborating with colleagues and students to deliver on them.
The author and other colleagues wish to suggest that Arts & Humanities in Medical
Education should explicitly figure as a regular strand at AMHs conferences, as a way of
supporting the enrichment of curricula, and also an acknowledgment that Medical
Education needs the Sciences and the Arts. Please join the conversation.
References: Hudson Jones: Why Teach Literature and Medicine? Answers from Three
Decades. J Med Humanit (2013) 34:415-428
Shapiro, Coulehan, Wear & Montello: Medical Humanities and Their Discontents:
Definitions, critiques and Implications, Ac Med (Feb 2009) vol 84, no 3.
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Thursday 27th June
10:30-12:00 PANEL FIVE
Chair: Joe O’Dwyer
PSQ C1
Vassilka Nikolova - (Medical University of Sofia) History of Medical Instruments in
Bulgaria
Keywords: Bulgarian history of medical instruments; Thracian surgical instruments; Roman
surgical instruments; Medieval medical methods
Abstract: Historical medical records can reveal curious information about the state of
ancient surgery in our lands - there are medical instruments left from the Thracians, Greek
colonisation, the Roman Empire, the beginning of the Bulgarian state and Middle Ages.
Ancient surgical instruments are stored in several museum collections in our country. The
ancient bronze and iron medical instruments in the expositions of many museums prove
the presence of a high medical culture. Coins with images of the health deities - Asclepius,
Hygias, Telespore, etc., minted and found on our lands, confirm the importance of
medicine in that ancient period. In one of the tombs from the Thracian period was buried a
prominent doctor. Next to him there was a set of 18 surgical instruments made of bronze
with inlay of silver and gold. In the northeastern part of Bulgaria were found human skulls
dated ten thousand years ago. There are traces of trepanation on them with a very fine
circle - similar type of trepanning was carried out by the Aztecs and Mayas.
For the period of Roman rule in the Balkans there is an impressive collection of Roman
instruments - military doctors had quite good surgical skills. The surgical instruments
discovered in our lands from the Roman age are dated from the 1st to the 4th century and
the main preferred material for their manufacture is bronze.
The surgical instruments are divided into 4 groups:
Group 1- cutting tools: scalpel; abdominal knife; scissors.
Group 2 - tools for gripping and restoration of tissues: vulzela tweezers; twin type tweezers
(raydion, lat. mayzon); hooks; dull hook (typhlankystron, hamulus obtusus); double fork;
needles.
Group 3 - auxiliary tools: spatomole (blade-probe); cytoskeleton; graters; ball probe.
Group 4 - others: suction cups; footers and boxes; fragments of gynecological speculums.
The creation of the Bulgarian state in 681 determined the further development of
medicine.
In the Middle Ages, the Christian priests, who usually practiced in the monasteries, were
the ones who deal with treatment. For this period it is characteristic that doctors were not
surgeons because the body was not so important. The sick were treated with herbs and
prayers. The bullet casting and cupping came forth. Among the exhibits in the museum
there is a pot for rolling up a navel, as well as a dried bat. Blood letting tools for treatment
of fever look really terrifying. Healing lye and healing mud are also present among healing
means.
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Sarah Wilkes - (Institute of Making, University College London) Exploring Material and
Sensory Preference with Amputees: A Mixed Methods, Materials-Led Study
Keywords: Prosthetics; Sensory and aesthetic preference; Materials libraries; Material
affinities
Abstract: This paper will discuss a participatory, mixed methods study that explored the
sensory and materials preferences of amputees and people with limb difference. This
study, jointly developed with Caitlin McMullan, a Glasgow-based below-knee amputee,
designer and researcher, examined how the selection of materials (e.g. silicone rubber,
carbon fibre and beech) can enable or prevent amputees from building a relationship with
their prosthetic limbs.
Materials used in prosthetics have implications for the wearer beyond function and
comfort: the appearance of a prosthesis can also affect its acceptance (Cairns et al. 2013;
Sansoni et al. 2015). An increasing number of private initiatives provide amputees with
more materials choice (e.g. The Alternative Limb Project, Open Bionics) and offer nonanthropomorphic designs and non-cosmetic materials that are not about discretion (Pullin
2009). Despite this, little research has been done to systematically explore wearers’
materials, aesthetic and sensory preferences.
This paper will examine the pivotal role played by a physical collection of materials in
enabling this kind of research: specially made object sets representing a range of sensory
and aesthetic properties (e.g. hard-soft, rough-smooth, sticky-slippery) were developed for
use in materials-led questionnaires and interviews, offering a creative and non-verbal way
to talk to amputees about usually ‘humble’ materials (Miller 1987).
We will share the findings of this study, which have the potential to direct the materials
choices offered by prosthetics manufacturers and limb fitting centres, and discuss the
potential of this method to explore the link between material properties or textures and
phantom limb sensations.
Róisín King, Jana Al Khabouri, Brendan Kelly and Desmond O'Neill - (Trinity College
Dublin) Authorship in the medical humanities: breaking cross-field boundaries or
maintaining disciplinary divides?
Keywords: Medical Humanities; Interdisciplinarity; Bibliometrics
Abstract: Background: Medical humanities is a field which implies joint working across
disciplines although the degree to which this actually occurs is unknown.
Aim: To determine the degree of joint-working in medical humanities through analysis of
authorship and acknowledgements in the two main medical humanities journals.
Design: Observational survey of authorship.
Methods: We studied authorship data in all papers published in Medical Humanities and
the Journal of Medical Humanities between 2009 and 2018 (n=595).
Results: Two-thirds of papers (67.4%) had single authors, of whom a majority declared a
single disciplinary affiliation (70.3%). The titles of 60.8% of papers explicitly suggested
collaborative content, of which 19.9% had multiple authors from more than one discipline
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(not within the same school); of the remainder, almost half (48.1%) had a single, singledisciplinary author (although 8.5% demonstrated collaboration with another discipline in
the acknowledgements). One-third of papers (193/595;33%) referenced one or more
people in the acknowledgements. Among papers whose titles suggested humanities or
medical content only, authorship lists of 10.2% and 17.9% respectively demonstrated
collaboration with another discipline.
Conclusions: Despite considerable involvement from both humanities and medical
practitioners, there is still substantial scope for enhanced emphasis on collaborative
(multi-, inter and trans-disciplinary) seminars and exchanges in the medical humanities and
editorial policies to promote transparency of the nature of collaborative working among
disciplines. Journal editors and editorial boards should reflect on the opportunity to
promote enhanced visibility of joint working in scholarship in the medical humanities
through reflection and review of current editorial policies.
10:30-12:00 READING
Chair: Lee Miller
The House Studio
Alan Bleakley - Alan will discuss 'Poetry, metaphor and the medical imagination' from
his book Thinking with Metaphors in Medicine: The State of the Art (2017) London:
Routledge.
Reading 20 mins followed by 40 mins discussion
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Thursday 27th June
13:00-14:45 PANEL SIX
Chair: Bob Whalley
PSQ Plymouth LT
Anhya Griffiths - (Barts and the London School of Medicine & Dentistry) A student’s
reflection on the visceral feelings attached to witnessing surgical abortions and the
reactions conjured up by the objects and tools used
Keywords: Women's health; Reflection; Complex abortion care
Abstract: For my final year SSC, (student selected component) rotation, I was based in the
Women’s Health unit, observing surgical terminations as well as Feticides and medical
abortion consultations. There were so many elements of this rotation that I could have
chosen as the theme of this piece of work. However, I found myself focussing on the tools
and objects used in the terminations. For example, the cervical dilators, the suction
cannula and the dilation and evacuation forceps. I also realised that these objects
subscribed to a strange dichotomy of health. These objects had both the potential of
healing a women’s physical and mental health, as well as the potential for trauma and
violence; violence of the fetal body as the procedure takes place and the potential
(although very rare) trauma of the women’s body. Lisa Harris speaks about how violence is
“inherent in abortion” and how speaking about this violence and being reflective of
abortion practices is the best way forward for good abortion care as well as for the
wellbeing of the practitioner, (Harris, 2008). To frame this narrative piece, I have chosen to
focus on the objects and tools used in surgical terminations and the visceral reactions I felt
towards them. By giving my reactions a reference point for which to associate with (i.e. the
objects) I have felt more able to digest and reflect on my experiences in a more articulate
and useful way in which to move forward with and to incorporate into my future practice.
References: Harris, L. (2008). Second Trimester Abortion Provision: Breaking the Silence
and Changing the Discourse. Reproductive Health Matters, 16(sup31), pp.74-81.
Jennifer Patterson - (University of Greenwich) I object! The Role of Medical Humanities,
the language of objects and a uterine politics of Menstrual Hygiene Management
Keywords: Medical Humanities; Menstruation; Feminism
Abstract: This paper discusses the way in which Medical Humanities as a field has
expanded and argues that the combining of labels such as “practical” and “critical” are
problematic, divisive and indeed instrumental since whether these refer to outcomes,
impact or applications, both are generally applicable. It suggests that this may refer to a
narrow and utilitarian view of ‘use’ and argues instead that being broad and
transdisciplinary supports the development and expansion of the field while a
universalising politics is not only unhelpful but downright dangerous in a global world.
Combing and interrogating different ways of thinking, knowing and seeing through and
across different disciplines it takes female menstruation as an exemplary object,
considering the medicalised discourse that defines female bodies through menstruation
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female bodies. Using Irigaray’s Feminist critical theory’s use of the speculum it considers
different gazes and positions as well as Julia Kriseva’s writings on objects and Simone de
Beauvoir’s famous second note on phenomenology to interrogate current research,
medicalising and sanitising practices and the UN Sustainable Development agenda in
Menstrual Hygiene management. Finally, there will be something of the objectified uterus
in this, as wider methodological readings construe and demonstrate one aspect of
medical humanities with practical outcomes for objecting and challenging objectifying
practices.
Anna Bosanquet, Adam Winkler and Jenny McEvoy - (NHS / St George’s University
Medical School / Globe Players) Women in stirrups: the influence of hospital
environment on childbirth experience and provision of maternity care. A Film
Keywords: Maternity Hospitals; Childbirth; Medicalisation; Hospital environment; Student
Midwife; Obstetric and Midwifery training
Abstract: Concerns about the on-going medicalisation of childbirth have been at the
forefront of professional and wider societal debates since the 18th century. The
achievements of modern obstetrics, with their undeniable benefits, have also given rise to
new challenges to health care professionals and policy makers in maintaining normality,
preventing unnecessary intervention, and creating the optimal environment for women to
give birth. In the industrialised world most babies are born in hospitals: large, hierarchical,
bureaucratic and impersonal institutions which through their very nature - geographical
setting, architecture, physical and social milieu – interfere with the physiology of birth
processes, and are detrimental to provision of woman-centred, sensitive and
compassionate care.
‘Women is stirrups’ is a short film produced by three people interested in using creative
arts as a medium to explore individual and professional experiences of health, illness and
health care: a midwife, an actor, and a film maker. The film presents the harsh reality of
institutionalised birth as seen through the eyes of a student midwife. Although based on
real experiences, all people, locations and situations in this film are fictional. Strong
language and powerful imagery are used, which some viewers may find disturbing. It is
hoped that the fictitious account of our student’s experiences, the shocking or absurd
situations she finds herself in, and her raw emotional responses and reactions to these
situations, will stimulate further debates and honest discussion about the nature of
maternity services provision, medical and midwifery training, and the future experience of
childbirth for women all around the world.
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Thursday 27th June
13:00-14:45 PANEL SEVEN
Chair: Katerina Athanasopoulou
PSQ C1
Harriet Barratt - (University of Sussex) ‘The boy who could not play’: psychoanalytic
object relations, play and psychosis in Patrick Hamilton’s ‘Hangover Square’
Keywords: Psychoanalysis; Object relations; Literature; Material culture
Abstract: This talk will outline how psychoanalytic object relations theory can help us to
approach literary and biographical accounts of the material culture of medicine and
illness. This field of psychoanalysis is interested in part in how our relationships with
external objects and environments reflect our inner landscapes – to examine the material
object is to examine the mental object. In illness, I argue, these object relationships may
come under particular strain, but also offer an opportunity for the transformation of the self
as part of a wider healing trajectory.
In particular, I will use Donald Winnicott’s work on the role of object play as a ‘search for
the self’ (Winnicott, 1967) to read two contrasting texts: Patrick Hamilton’s problematic
‘Hangover Square’ (1941), a novel allegedly portraying a man with schizophrenia, and
neurologist Oliver Sacks’ ‘A Leg to Stand On’ (1984), an autobiographical account of a
major limb injury. In effect, I question the Winnicottian concept of ‘object play’ as
something that primarily takes place in psychological health, instead positioning it as a
vital element of object relations in different forms of illness and recovery. Within this frame
we can also consider the literary text as a kind of ‘object’ which allows for play and
experimentation, part of the wider project of ‘working through’ and analysing selfhood
within the material world.
Caroline Alldridge - (University of Oxford) Figuring Madness in the Middle Ages: the
Alliterative Morte Arthure and Le Morte D’Arthur
Keywords: Medical fictions; Madness; Literature; Poetry; Medieval; Humoral Theory;
Mental Health
Abstract: During the Middle Ages, medical thought was grounded in the Hippocratic
tradition, including the works of Galen and Avicenna. Following this tradition, medieval
physicians commonly attributed mental disorders to humoral imbalance. Thus, madness
was a medical concern back in the Middle Ages, and one which appeared to carry a risk of
infection. Madness was closely connected with emotion, and emotions themselves were
believed to be grounded in physiology to an extent which is only just returning to
prevalence in medical thought. Indeed, emotions were figured as bodily functions. Excess
emotion caused by humoral imbalance was considered the root cause of madness.
Emotional displays which do not serve a social function are consistently figured as
transgressive and indicative of madness which leads to the isolation of the individual, often
through a combination of social withdrawal and being cast out by society. This idea of
transgression is partly rooted in theological thought which held people morally
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responsible not only for emotional expression, but simply for feeling a particular emotion.
This mode of thought was deeply ingrained in society and arises in the literature of the
period. In order to explore this aspect of medical thought, I will explore the presentation of
the figure of the madman in the alliterative Morte Arthure and Thomas Malory’s Le Morte
D’Arthur. Through literary analysis of the presentation of madness within these texts I hope
to shed some light on medieval understandings of madness and the links drawn in the
period between madness and social transgression.
Victoria Lord - (Cardiff University) The Woman in Black’s entwinement of the spectral
and medical: Is the Ghost a Corpse?
Keywords: Ghost; Corpse; Woman in Black; Decomposition; Legal Profession;
Performance; Theatre; Post mortem interval estimations
Abstract: This paper will examine the Woman in Black, the titular ghost of both texts
discussed within this paper, Susan Hill’s 1983 novella and Stephen Mallatratt’s following
1987 theatrical adaptation, as her body intertwines medical and spectral concepts. I will
begin by discussing that the Woman in Black’s ghostliness hinges not only upon an
inhuman absence of limitation, such as the ability to disappear and reappear at will and
the murdering of children but predominantly on the fulfilment of the unsettling of
temporality as outlined by Jacques Derrida. The later is vital as temporal disruption is also
highly applicable to the medical implications of the correlation between Arthur Kipps’
highly physical description of her body and a decomposing corpse, in spite of the
narrative’s silence regarding her corpse at the moment of death examined in correlation
with Pierre Macherey. I will then move to the necessity of Kipps’ intruding touch as a legal
professional as a catalyst of action from the living and the dead. An examination of Ellen
Stroud’s review of the legal positioning of the corpse as either a person or thing will be
applied here. I will use this paper to present the Woman in Black as a temporally disruptive
corpse who reflects even current discussions regarding post mortem interval estimations,
such as those published by Cockle and Bell. Thus, she is a figure who displays both a
medical inevitability of death, as a corpse, and, as both a ghost and corpse, the state of
death itself.
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Thursday 27th June
15:00-16:30 PANEL EIGHT
Chair: Katerina Athanasopoulou
PSQ Plymouth LT
Jonathan Garfinkel - (University of Alberta) Loop: A Diabetic’s Reflection on the BioHack World of the Artificial Pancreas
Keywords: Type One Diabetes; Medical Humanities; Narrative Medicine; Loop; Bio-Hack;
Phenomenology of Chronic Illness
Abstract: The vast disjunct between the medical practitioner’s knowledge of the objective
body, and the patient’s intimate understanding of themselves, presents innumerable
challenges when dealing with chronic illness, in particular when a patient’s daily
experience is only superficially communicated in twice yearly, ten minute check-ups.
Objective numbers, such as an H-A1C test for diabetics, are inadequate when trying to tell
the story of a life with chronic illness. Perhaps because of this neglect of the patient
narrative – as well as due to the revolutionary technologies now available in 2019 - the
chronically ill have taken matters into their own hands. Nowhere is this more apparent than
the bio-hacking revolution in the Type One Diabetes community, “Loop”. In March 2018,
with the help of a couple of mothers of T1D children, I built the Loop app on my iPhone. As
the DIY app communicates in real time between a Continuous Glucose Monitor and my
insulin pump, an algorithm calculates the necessary basal adjustment in response to BG
levels. Such a device is not available on the commercial market, nor is it sanctioned by
government health regulators. I’ve been living with this “artificial pancreas” for over a year
now, unprecedented and life-changing developments in a diabetic’s life. It also raises
questions of what it means to live with T1D in 2019. Who – or what – is the patient in such a
context? And how does this technology change our concept of the patient narrative?
In this paper I would like to reflect upon living on a DIY medical device, exploring the
production of a transitional state of being between measurement and data collection in
which there may no longer be a clear analogon for the self. I intend to highlight how this is
affecting our traditional image of the narrative self in medical humanities, and
consequently our very belief in a life-story. For as I grow into my own flesh, medical
technology grows into my diabetic body.
Biography: Jonathan Garfinkel's literary writing has been translated into twelve languages.
He is the author of several poetry collections and numerous plays including The Trials of
John Demjanjuk: A Holocaust Cabaret and the Governor-General’s award finalist House of
Many Tongues, produced throughout Canada, Germany, Russia and Ukraine. His memoir
Ambivalence: Crossing the Israel/Palestine Divide was published in six countries to critical
acclaim, and his novel The Altruist is forthcoming with House of Anansi Press (Toronto
2020). Jonathan is currently doing a PhD in the department of Modern Languages and
Cultural Studies at the University of Alberta, with a focus on medical humanities, under Dr.
Daniel Laforest. garfinke@ualberta.ca
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Carlos Dews - (John Cabot University) “The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter: Carson
McCullers's Letters and the Search for Healing Love: Or Postal Cathexis or Cathexis via
Post”
Keywords: Literature; Letters; Correspondence; Love; Carson McCullers; American
literature; Arts therapy; Literary therapy
Abstract: The American novelist Carson McCullers (1917-1967) struggled during much of
her life with the debilitating effects of a series of strokes caused by an untreated
adolescent case of rheumatic fever. The most significant theme found in her work, and
reflected in the title of her first novel, The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, is the search for love
and the near-impossibility of its discovery. Considerable scholarly work has been done
tracing this theme in her work. This paper explores how Carson McCullers's search for
love, and what she saw as its healing potential, are found in an upcoming volume of her
letters (to be published in 2021 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, the volume for which I serve
as editor). The curative potential of McCullers letters will be explored in the context of and
in contrast to the previous considerations of love in her fiction. The act of writing a letter,
despite her physical limitations and often because of her isolation (she was bedridden for
most of the final 20 years of her life), can be seen as both a search for love and in hope of
its curative potential. This paper will include quotations from letters written by McCullers,
presented to the public for the first time since they were written, to demonstrate the hope
of health invested in them by their author.
Radha Bhat, Angel Adams and Nicola Harding - (Whittington Hospitals NHS Trust /
Prosocial Psychology Services / Royal Holloway, University of London) Children's
experience of ADHD
Keywords: ADHD; Clinical communication; Experience and beliefs about diagnosis and
treatment
Abstract: Introduction - In this paper I explore dynamics underlying how children
experience ADHD, what it is like to have this diagnosis and their beliefs about ADHD and
its treatment.
Discussion - This paper is based on a qualitative study carried out by a Clinical
Psychologist/ Researcher on a group of 30 children aged 8-13years (25 boys and 5 girls)
with a diagnosis of ADHD and receiving treatment in child and adolescent mental health
clinics. It involved administering questionnaires on self-esteem and coping strategies, a
parent questionnaire for background information, and a shortened Conner’s rating scale to
measure childrens’ difficulties. Results indicate that children had little or no knowledge
about their diagnosis; either the diagnosis was not explained or not remembered.
Moreover, they did not understand the ‘ADHD label’ , or problems arising from the
condition. They expressed complex attitudes towards medication.
Conclusion - This study highlighted the necessity of cultivating effective clinical
communication skills with children by fostering a collaborative partnership between
professional, parent and child. It also raises the question about whether we can
understand children’s experience of being given a diagnosis and being on medication
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from the perspective of object relations theory. Communication about clinical matters must
be given in a way a child understands and remembers whilst also taking the child’s own
beliefs about conditions into account.
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Thursday 27th June
15:00-16:30 PANEL NINE
Chair: Lee Miller
PSQ C1
Bridget MacDonald - Humbug and bullshit in medical training and practice
Abstract: How much must one know before one is confident is a delicate balance for those
who need to act swiftly in emergencies. Adopting this position of knowledge is negotiated
through medical school and the acquisition of expertise in higher training through by
book learning and case scenarios which may be simulated or real.
A factor that needs to be considered in this is the trainee's self-monitoring of when they
know enough and when they do not. It is likely that this will impact on their future actions,
continuing medical education and performance. There is an interaction between lying,
self-inflation, overconfidence, over-placement and over-precision. Studies that examine
humbug and subsequently "bullshit" that look at what cultural, demographic and personal
factors at at play in these behaviours will be discussed in relation to medical training.
Thomas Baugh - (University of Plymouth) Body as Object: Equivalence Through
Enactment
Keywords: Visual and performed arts and the body
Abstract: Mental health problems are a major cause of distress in individuals, and have
serious repercussions for society and the economy (Fineberg 2013). Research suggests
that diagnoses can be experienced as helpful by some individuals, providing access to
specialist treatment and a sense of understanding, but that on the other hand being
labelled with a mental health problem can produce feelings of helplessness and selfstigma (Brohan 2012). The filmic projection ‘Pouching’ and accompanying paper will
present an embodied action directly associated with obsessive compulsive disorder
[OCD]; a covert behaviour, which is considered as marginalised, de-humanising,
insignificant and on the periphery of society, by the individual affected. By screening
Pouching I will lay bare characteristics, which are subverted from society and debate the
very nature of what we know, and don’t know about the disorder thereby challenging preconceived thinking, which surrounds anxiety, obsessive thought and associated ritualistic
behaviour. Moreover, I will examine how mimicry, acts a mechanism for another person to
access the behaviour presented within the film, and will address where the boundaries of
equivalence lie for a viewer (Batchelor 1996), in the context of this disorder. By referring to
Pouching I will examine how the body if treated as a perceiving sentient being
(Shusterman 2008) is capable of healing itself of unwanted thoughts, and can interpret
tension; how repetitive behaviour (Deleuze 2013), in the context of an enactment (De Silva
2004), has the capacity to harness intrusive thoughts, and images. In doing so I aim to
visualise a disconnect, which occurs between the body and the mind; between perception
and memory, as the mind attempts to rationalise embodied perception, and the associated
trauma.
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Vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/261347278
References:
Brohan, E., Henderson, C., Wheat, K., Malcolm, E., Clement, S., Barley, E. A., . . . Thornicroft,
G. (2012). Systematic review of beliefs, behaviours and influencing factors associated with
disclosure of a mental health problem in the workplace. BMC Psychiatry,12(1). https://
doi.org/10.1186/1471-244X-12-11
Deleuze, G (2013) Difference and Repetition, London & New York, Bloomsbury.
De Silva, P (2004) ‘The Phenomenology Of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder’, in Menzies
R.G and Silva P.D. (ed.) Obsessive Compulsive Disorder Theory, Research and Treatment.
Chichester, England: Wiley & Sons.
Victor Ladron de Guevara & Alicja Syska - (University of Plymouth) Marathon Running:
the damages of wellbeing
Keywords: Injury; Wellbeing; Running; Embodiment
Abstract: In this presentation Alicja Syska Victor Ladron de Guevara will sustain a dialogue
in which they will discuss their experiences on the preparation, the event itself and the
aftermath of running a Marathon. Arguing that marathon races are intrinsically connected
to the social, political, ideological, and aesthetic characteristics of the societies in which
they are situated, Syska and Ladron de Guevara offer an account that begins from their
own bodies and aim to connect to those larger themes. Focusing their discussion on the
ideas of injuries, pain, social expectations and the theatricality of the event itself, Syska and
Ladron de Guevara aim to lay the ground for their future academic and practical
explorations in this topic.
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Thursday 27th June
15:00-16:30 PANEL TEN
Chair: Toby Chanter
PSQ Devonport LT
John Tredinnick-Rowe - (University of Plymouth) Objects, Signs and Representamen in
Medicine: the story of Peircean semiotics.
Keywords: Semiotic; Peirce; Signs
Abstract: This presentation concerns the works of polymath Charles Sanders Peirce (B.
1839 – D. 1914), who is known as the father of pragmatics, an established chemist and
mathematician, as well as the progenitor of his own school of semiotic thought. Here I will
explain how the Peircean system of semiotics, which differs from its Saussurean
counterpart (by the inclusion of a physical object) can help to explain the link between
objects and other heterogeneous elements or components in medicine. Semiotics is a
subject that is based on the use and study of signs. To clarify what a sign is, it is useful to
begin with the scholastic formulation aliquid stat pro aliquot (something [that] stands for
something) otherwise known to the medievals as suppositio (supposition), i.e., from the
capacity of substantive terms to stand for something in a propositional context. This very
general formula was broadened by Peirce to something which stands to somebody for
something in some respect or capacity, namely a sign: ‘addresses somebody, that is,
creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed sign.
That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for
something, its object. (2.228)’. Semiotics is a fundamentally relational subject that can help
to explain the correspondence between heterogeneous elements, components and
objects. This presentation will highlight how Peirce’s tripartite idea of a sign (interpretant),
object and representamen can be applied in a medical context. As such it will offer one
potential theoretical root to explicitly link physical objects to signs and their psychological
impressions within in medical contexts.
Deborah Padfield - (IMBE, St George’s, University of London / Slade School of Fine Art,
University College London) Visualising pain: towards an international iconography of
pain to improve the communication and management of pain in India and the UK
Abstract: Building on previous research into the visualisation of pain in the UK, which
evidenced ways in which visual images can improve communication and doctor-patient
interaction, this paper will focus on a recent project in India exploring visualisations of pain
across two distinct cultures with a shared, if problematic history. As a multi-ethnic and
multi-lingual country India has the potential to throw up rich and multi-faceted learning.
Pain is socially and culturally experienced. We wanted to see if it was possible to extend
the current range of UK images to become a trans-cultural iconography able to reveal
aspects of pain which are culturally specific and those which might be more universal with
implications for mutual benefit, learning and application. The pilot project in May 2019 was
a collaboration between myself as an artist and academic, participatory methods and
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disability specialist Dr Mary Wickenden (Sussex University, UK), Dr Satendra Singh, India’s
foremost expert in medical humanities and participatory creative practices (UCMS, Delhi),
Dr Anubha Mahajan, the founder of Chronic Pain India, India’s only pain survivor network,
(Delhi, India) and international artist Himani Gupta (Delhi, India) supported by artist and
facilitator Mariana Gomes Gonçalves (alumni Slade School of Fine Art, UCL, UK). Through
ice-breaking exercises, mind-mapping, painting workshops, photography workshops,
discussion, theatre of the oppressed and mindfulness, the project used arts practices to
create spaces for sharing different perspectives and learning from each other between
stakeholders with very different relationships to pain such as: carers, clinicians, families and
people living with pain. This paper will outline the aims and methodologies of the project,
discussing the initial findings and showing some of the images that emerged from it. These
will be compared and contrasted with those from the existing UK images asking whether
there might be universal components to chronic pain.
Davina Kirkpatrick - (University of Plymouth) Reflections on the project Beside Myself:
Inside and Alongside, part of a Postdoctoral Research Fellowship - Immersive
Environments and Serious Play: New Initiatives for Patient-Practitioner Interaction, at
University of Plymouth
Keywords: Serious play; Arts-based research; Object relations; Pain; Embodied
knowledge.
Abstract: The project centred around using arts based inquiry and performative serious
play to explore progressive illness/chronic physical pain through making and writing. The
embodied nature of pain, and our inarticulacy in relation to pain made it a fascinating
subject for embodied exploration through art and writing.
As part of the project various workshops were designed and facilitated that used art to
create new dialogues about pain and to give back a sense of control to people who live
with chronic emotional and physical pain; exploring the idea that acts of attention need to
culminate in form to provide clarity of perception, as suggested by Charon (2006). They
explored what are the sensations of pain? What does pain look like? What does pain
sound like? How do we hold it in the body?
Each participant made a physical sculptural invocation of each individual’s pain and then
started to talk to and from that object, recording and documenting these conversations.
This presentation also frames my experiences from the point of view of my body.
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Friday 28th June
10:45-12:15 PANEL ELEVEN
Chair: Lee Miller
PSQ Devonport LT
Fiona Gilmour - (University of St. Andrews / Four Seasons Health Care) Finding a voice
through literature in palliative care
Keywords: Poetry; Palliative care; Finding a voice
Abstract: Background: Embedded in Cicely Saunders’ Philosophy of Palliative Care is an
open awareness of death, whereby patients and families are encouraged to engage with
the emotional impact of life limiting illness. And for Saunders, health care practitioners in
palliative care were seen to having a key role in supporting this to happen. This continues
to be as essential part of holistic palliative care to enable patients and family members to
find a voice to express their experiences.
Aim: To explore the use of poetry therapy for people in palliative and end of life care and
its role in supporting patients, families and health care professionals to find a voice.
Methods: A narrative review evaluated evidence from 19 studies pertinent to this practice.
Results: Within the literature, 4 key themes emerged: 1) The impact of poetry on the
wellbeing of people in palliative care, 2) The impact that poetry may have on the wellbeing
of health care professionals, 3) The value of poetry for family members to prepare and
cope with bereavement, and 4) The value of poetry for health care professionals who are
supporting people to die with dignity.
Conclusions: The use of poetry in palliative care may enhance person centred practices
and enable people in the end stages of life to connect with others and voice their feelings
and experiences.
Laura Salisbury - (Royal College of Art) Textiles: A Platform for Care?
Keywords: Textiles; Stroke Rehabilitation; Platforms for Care; Behavioural Dialogues;
Intervention
Abstract: We use clothing to highlight, erase, identify and even ‘correct’ parts of our bodies
by slimming, sculpting or shaping. But what happens when our bodies don’t function as
they should ‘normally’ do? This paper asks how garments can build on their current
qualities which impact behaviour, mood and function of the body, to re-question and
reposition some of the major issues with upper limb stroke rehabilitation to date.
When stroke disrupts the ability to use our finer motor control within our hands, daily
activities which enable us to live our lives become affected. Clinicians are acknowledging
the importance of self-administered care saying ‘it’s not what happens when we are there
but what happens when we are not there’, yet patients are having trouble selfadministering rehabilitation. Individuals often have to prioritise training over other aspects
of their life which can affect mood, yet a quality of life should not be detracted from in
order to get ‘better’, especially when recovery can take many months or even years.
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Using research through design as a particular way of thinking by ‘thinking through making’,
the research works directly with stroke survivors, and acts as a post-critique of the value
and implications of using textiles as ‘platforms for care’ and ‘care-providers’. These two
roles become examined, considering textiles as ‘second skins’, where the internal self may
be extended beyond our own form and into that of another non-human form, thus
disrupting the course of recovery in motor training of the upper limb.
Rossella Riccobono - (University of St Andrews) Poems as Therapeutic Tools in Palliative
Care
Keywords: Poetry; Shared reading; Palliative care; Community; Wellbeing; Poems;
Therapeutic tools; Storytelling; Third space; Dying in dignity
Abstract: Despite Cicely Saunders’ active work within the ‘hospice movement’ to render
the journey to death as a stage of ‘life’, and the hospice institution as a place of life where
being part of a community would be regarded as the most effective preparation for ‘death’
in a holistic sense, the hospice institution has resisted for many decades as modelled on
the medical institution.
This paper aims to propose the use poetry shared reading and discussion, through its
potential ability to facilitate pause, mutual listening and storytelling as a powerful
therapeutic instrument for the strengthening of community and enhancement of wellbeing
for people in Palliative Care.
Poetry shared reading in small groups creates community and discussion and it helps
turning the ‘reading room’ within the hospice into a space of encounter and exchange
where people are able to negotiate between their identities / personal stories and the
medical protocols to alleviate pain and prepare to die in dignity. Poems are herein
proposed as 'objects' that intrinsically contain human life and stories and that can add a
holistic dimension within the hospice medical environment because they are able to
phenomenologically transmit that humanity to the medical dimension of palliative care.
Within the reading room, perceived as a space of encounter, patients, family members and
healthcare professionals are present as human beings with their feelings and personal
experiences, free to listen, discuss, and relate more deeply with each other whilst
exchanging their stories.
In this sense, poems become truthful instruments of healthcare as they acquire the ability
to support patients, family members and health care professionals allowing the transition
from life to death to become holistic for all members involved in the process.
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Friday 28th June
10:45-12:15 PANEL TWELVE
Chair: Jennifer Patterson
PSQ Plymouth LT
Antigoni Pasidi - (Plymouth College of Art) The Wax Moulage: An Aesthetic of Pain
Keywords: Waxworks; Moulage Museums; Sculpture; Abjection; Figurative Representation
Abstract: In 2007, I was invited to participate in a group exhibition titled
'Dermatographies', which took place in the Moulage Museum of the Andreas Syggros
hospital in Athens, Greece. A moulage is a cast from life in wax, which dates back to the
16th century, used as a medical aid for the study of skin diseases. I returned to the
museum in 2010 for a sculpture residency, and I discovered certain particularities about
these objects, which have led me to investigate their history, their current status as
obsolete museum exhibits, and their potential as sculptures.
There is a theatrical condition that reflects in the staging of a museum, and the case of
moulage museums evidence this fully. As Michelle E. Bloom remarks in "Waxworks: a
cultural Obsession":
"[The] generic wax-museum scenario raises several important issues engendered by wax
figures, which embody the blurring of boundaries characterising modernism and, even
more so, postmodernism." The medical wax museum of skin disease is a museum of pain,
and as such it aptly reflects the grotesqueness of wax museums. However, there is a
tension between a moulage and a wax artwork: these artefacts were not intentionally
made with an aesthetic purpose. This paper will explore the uncanny presence of
moulages in space as likenesses competing with the human figure, in combination with
their abject social connotation, which together yield a genuine aesthetic of death.
Allister Neher - (Dawson College, Montreal) Carswell's 'Pathological Anatomy': Illness
and Artistry
Keywords: Artistic anatomy; Medical illustration; Naturalist art; Robert Carswell
Abstract: Robert Carswell (1793-1857) is typically referred to as a founding figure, if not the
founding figure, of pathology in the English-speaking world. His major work was
Pathological Anatomy: Illustrations of the Elementary forms of Disease, which was
published in 1837. Commentators inevitably remark upon the exceptional artistry of the
book's illustrations, which were drawn and coloured by Carswell himself. In the entry on
Carswell in the Dictionary of National Biography we are even told, "These illustrations
have, for artistic merit and for fidelity, never been surpassed." This assessment seems, in
fact, to have become a mantra that is usually quoted, or at least paraphrased, in reflections
on Carswell's contributions to medicine. Curiously, though, no one ever discusses the
artistic qualities of the illustrations or explains why they deserve such high praise. Clearly,
this is a significant omission. The purpose of this presentation is to explain and redress this
omission by, first, tying it to the history of naturalistic depiction in Western art and,
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secondly, by offering an analysis of Carswell's artistic and epistemological achievements in
these images that so strikingly mediate our understanding of the body in illness.
Ryan Sweet - (University of Plymouth) The Medical Object Interrogated: Challenging
Prostheses for 'Passing' in Robert Williams Buchanan's ‘Lady Letitia’s Lilliput
Hand’ (1862)
Keywords: Disability; Amputation; Physical 'wholeness'/'normalcy'; Prosthesis; Gender;
Victorian Literature
Abstract: This paper will explore how, as the concept of physical ‘normalcy’ became
increasingly reinforced as culturally dominant in nineteenth-century Britain, literature
provided resistance to the status quo by imagining transgressively successful ‘nonnormative’ bodies. Buttressed by a post-Enlightenment belief that medicine and the
emerging sciences could ‘fix’ the issue of bodily loss, what disability-studies scholars call
the ‘medical model’ of disability, prostheses were imagined by many as devices that could
supposedly standardise aberrant bodies, making them aesthetically acceptable and
‘useful’. However, because prostheses were and remain devices that undermine binaries of
SelfOther, organic-artificial, real-fake, and disabled-nondisabled, such technologies also
complicated the hegemony of organic ‘wholeness’. Their very production was mandated
by preferences for physical ‘completeness’, but their implementation shifted definitions of
what it meant to be ‘whole’. The conceptual complexity of the prosthetic provided material
to fiction writers who responded to the growing dominance of physical ‘wholeness’. One
such writer who explored the conceptual slipperiness of prostheses, while at times
simultaneously reinforcing and complicating the hegemony of physical ‘completeness',
was Robert Williams Buchanan, whose 1862 short story ‘Lady Letitia’s Lilliput Hand’ I
investigate in this paper. Buchanan’s short story exploited anxieties surrounding physical
difference but it also focused on the impaired female body and brought into question the
efficacy of prostheticising to ‘pass’. As I will argue, reading sources such as this through a
disability-studies lens reveal how the dominance of physical ‘wholeness’ was being
anatomised as it was being constructed.
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Friday 28th June
11:00-12:30 WORKSHOP
Chair: Davina Kirkpatrick
The House Studio
Angela Hodgson-Teall - (Wanda Klenz Productions) Dogs take the lead: Resurrection
Roll drawing workshop with Tressa Lashers* Bollowall
Keywords: Drawing on the Nature of Empathy; Dog; Collaboration
Abstract: Join us for a workshop of rolling, drawing and fun, investigating how dogs can
help us deal with difficult situations, especially those requiring compromise (or following
the orders of others). This joyful dog-drawing enterprise was inspired by the works of Bill
Viola and Michelangelo at the Royal Academy, Birth Death Rebirth. Resurrection Roll will
star Tressa, a three year old working Cocker spaniel. She will pose, collaborate, run around
with us and assist with crystal ball and other gazes. When a dog takes the lead, there may
be a little bark or howling. In the workshop you may shout as well as draw. Influences
include Laurie Anderson’s Heart of a Dog video and the multi-media practices of Anne
Bean, which include shouting (as if at a dog).
We will explore what it means to be or have a dog and consider how dogs can help us to
expand and understand the complex world around us.
Angela Hodgson-Teall will draw on her recent collaborative drawing performances: Acts of
Mercy at MOCA (Museum of Contemporary Art), Peckham, where her dog performance
was first mooted (without a dog) and the drawing of dogs in Dulwich Park, South East
London, where Dogs take the Lead. Tressa is a Pets as Therapy registered dog and her
work includes visits to care homes, hospitals, schools and galleries. This Active Plus
workshop may contribute to an improvement in a sense of Health and Well-Being. No
experience necessary. Our definition of drawing will be ‘telling a story with a simple tool
held in the palm of the hand’, thus including dog leads and treats as well as more
conventional methodologies.
Tressa Lashers* Ballowall, will lead the workshop (maximum six participants).
*Lashers is a river near where Tressa was born in Oxfordshire
Bibliography:
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/bill-viola-michelangelo
http://www.laurieanderson.com/?portfolio=heart-of-a-dog
https://annebeanarchive.com
https://www.moca.london/bareback-museum.html
https://petsastherapy.org
Hodgson-Teall, A (2014) Drawing on the Nature of Empathy
https://ethos.bl.uk/OrderDetails.do?uin=uk.bl.ethos.737996
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Student Prize Winners
AMH Moving Image Prize 2019: Pinelopi Tzouva

Still from Red Wheelbarrow by Pinelopi Tzouva
This short film is based on my auto-ethnographic account written in the context of my
master thesis, entitled “Chronic Illness, Fiction, and Phenomenology: A Playful and Ironic
Exploration”. It tries to communicate fragments of my experience with a chronic illness (a
neurological condition) and with additional identities - apart from that of the ill person that greatly determined the shape that this experience would take (eg. socio-economic
background of the family, disability of the father). The film is a patchwork made of things I
have filmed with my cellphone back at home, in Greece, and at the hospital of my town, of
drawings I have made, and of material found on the internet. It is a semi-fictionalised
narrative that aims primarily to generate empathy through artistic means, and to direct
attention to only one of innumerable instances of people whose everyday existence is
precarious and, in multiple ways, challenged.
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AMH Creative Writing Prize 2019: Rebecca Beni

THE LADY DRESSED WITH NOTHING

Often, I meet
The lady dressed with nothing.
She is the stridor of the chocking sea, She is the crushing of the bony leaf, She is the
crashing of the falling wall.
I search for a broken clasp In the chain of the reality, To escape from her.
Maybe one morning, Going through the glass air, I will look back
And she will be far from me.
I will see the flacked purple sea, I will see the juicy green leaf, I will see the regal white
wall.
But now,
She follows me, She chases me,
She never lets me alone.
And I don’t know If I will ever be
Alone again.
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AMH Essay Writing Prize 2019: Anhya Griffiths
Diary entries from the consultation room floor
Entry 1, Day 1
Dear Diary,
I don’t think I was quite prepared for how intense today would be. Almost immediately, I
was sat in on consultations with women of all ages, all backgrounds, being humbled,
listening to their stories.
Barely beginning to percolate in my mind, many of these women’s stories were reaching
their supposed (hopefully?) denouement that very afternoon with some of the less invasive
procedures. The gentle suction procedure for early surgical termination was so quick and
straightforward, I felt it difficult to marry up the potential enormity of the procedure (the
termination of a pregnancy, a potential life) with the apparent ease of the actual
mechanics. The juxtaposition of the intensity and intimidation of how the tools looked, with
the deceptive ease of the process, like rubbing out a mistake with a pencil rubber, stayed
with me the whole day.
One case that I did find slightly difficult today, was the feticide of a pregnancy at 21 weeks.
I had never seen this procedure before and watching the needle pierce the sac, via the
ultrasound, brought home to me the seriousness of events. Having seen how straight
forward some of the other procedures were and how well cared for the women were, I
think somewhere along the day I almost forgot what the procedures meant. Whilst I
wholeheartedly believe in a women’s right to have control and agency over her own body,
to disregard the potential psychological and emotional impacts of an abortion and not
recognising its potential significance, even when it is the right thing for the patient, would
be naïve. By the end of this week I hope to process these procedures more in my own
mind.
Entry 2- Day 2
Dear Diary,
So before 12 o clock today I saw 9 surgical terminations all in quick succession. The image
of a conveyor belt, no matter how crude, sticks in my mind. I was just so shocked by how
quick and straightforward the procedures were; contrasted with the lengths and
complexities that women must go through to have the procedure done. One procedure
which I felt more uncomfortable and uneasy about was the first procedure of the day. It
was the surgical termination of a 21-week-old foetus. Whilst I hold no judgement and the
patient had her own reasons for the termination, I did feel slightly thrown into the deep
end with this being the first procedure of the day. Having met the woman and observing
the feticide, I felt some connection to the case and I surprised myself by experiencing both
sadness, as well as relief when thinking about her. I had met the patient the day before, but
in reality, I knew very little about her story or her life. I hoped I would not feel as attached to
the other cases I would see that day.
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Entry 3-Day 3
Dear diary,
Well today was no cheerier. Another difficult case (aren’t they all difficult cases one way or
another?) was that of a woman carrying twins, whom after a procedure to terminate one of
the foetus’ due to a haemorrhage, had ruptured her membranes early and the second
foetus was now with a poor outcome. The patient had now opted for a surgical termination
of the second foetus. She was strong and stoic when I first met her, just before the
procedure. A warrior going into battle, except her battle (hospital) gown left little dignity.
Later, I saw her walking into the operating theatre. She was extremely tearful and shaking:
clearly at odds at wrapping her head around the fact that this was a wanted pregnancy but
was ending so tragically. Listening to her heart-breaking sobbing turn slowly into quiet,
calm snoring as the anaesthetic took effect, allowed her (and myself) a short moment of
reprieve; at least until after the procedure.
This case really brought home to me the fact that whilst termination is some women’s first
choice in the situation of pregnancy, for many women also, it is not a first choice but a
necessity forced upon them by nature and circumstance.
Entry 4-Day 10
Dear diary,
Yeah, it’s been a while. And it would be impossible to try and go through everything I’ve
seen and done in the last week. However, something I am proud of in some ways and can’t
quite believe, in others, is my growing (not so much ease) but confidence with these
procedures. I’m no longer going into theatres timidly or standing at the back, hoping no
one will notice me. I’m now right up at the theatre table, holding the ultrasound probe,
keeping the position of the uterus in sight for the attending doctor as they carry out the
procedure. I’m taking an active part. Something else I’ve noticed over the last week
though, has been my ability to begin to ‘switch off’ and place these women and their
stories into a little side box, covered in dust with a heavy padlock in a corner of my mind.
At the start of this placement I was worried I would feel attached to all the cases I would
see. Now, I’m actually a little worried about the opposite. Whilst I know it’s actually
probably healthier for me to ‘switch off’ to these women and their stories, actually it was
the most worthwhile and most important thing I could be learning about. Without
sounding disingenuous, each woman is unique and her story worth listening to. Something
I need to work on, on this placement, and for life, is to keep that little side box open, and to
place things in there as I need to, but also to learn to filter the stuff that needs listening and
responding to. That goes for my own emotions and reactions as well as all the women I see
now and in the future.
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